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This deck of 52 cards features the never-before-published playing card art of Arthur Szyk, the multi-talented artist whose detailed artwork of Jewish historical, religious, and cultural subjects is unmatched. The cards are divided into four suits: Kings of Ancient Israel, Kings of The Bible, The Ancient Haggadah, and Kings of The Synagogue. Each suit contains 13 cards with scenes from Jewish history, such as the Exodus, Solomon's Temple, and the destruction of the Second Temple.

The deck comes in a slipcase that can be removed for easy play or use the slipcase as a frame for the artwork. The playing cards are made of high-quality paper with rounded corners, which adds to the visual appeal of the artwork. The cards are also designed to be used for card games, such as bridge or poker, or simply as a collectible item for fans of Szyk's artwork.

For the Szyk enthusiast, this deck is a must-have item. It provides a unique way to appreciate his artwork and learn about Jewish history. Whether you play poker or solitaire, the Arthur Szyk Heroes of Ancient Israel Playing Card Gift Set US$72 will elevate your game to an art. Enjoy two Heroes of Ancient Israel: the playing card art of Arthur Szyk Bringing the history and virtues of Jewish history in his art, this deck will provide hours of entertainment and education.